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 by KRiemer   

Mount Inasa Park 

"A Scenic Park"

Mount Inasa Park is a picturesque park, that is among the best kids park

in the city. This scenic location, straight out of film set, is located 333

meters (1092.52 feet) above the sea level and enjoys a spectacular view of

the harbor. During the day the park looks vast and beautiful, and as the

night descends, it mirrors the galaxy, with several lights illuminating the

space.There are numerous play areas for kids and a lot of running space

for dogs, making the park perfect for spending a day filled with fun!

 +81 95-861-7742  www.nagasaki-ropeway.jp/  Nagasaki Prefecture, Nagasaki

 by tookapic   

Nagasaki City Science Museum 

"Science Museum"

This fairly small museum is a great place to take children for a few hours,

not only because they may be entertained and educated, but also because

it is interesting for adults. Most of the displays and explanations are in

Japanese, of course, but the sights and sounds are enough to dazzle.

Within, there is a huge "space theater" that is particularly popular. The

star displays are even considered a romantic place for a date.

 +81 92 842 0505  7-2 Aburagi-machi, Nagasaki

 by jamesfischer   

Nagasaki Penguin Aquarium 

"Happy Feet And More!"

Nagasaki Penguin Aquarium demonstrates the beautiful phenomenons of

nature that the wildlife and insects bring with them. You wouldn't get to

see penguins out and about elsewhere, but the aquarium has it arranged.

You can touch the penguins and even play with them. An entire life-size

environment made for the penguins and fish shows how their life has

been affected with change in the global climate patterns. There is also a

biotope to observe plants and fish, and you could also try kayaking right

after!

 +81 95 838 3131  penguin-aqua.jp/  3-16 Shuku-machi, Nagasaki

 by Porto Bay Trade   

Nagasaki Onsen Yasuragi Ioujima 

"Enjoy a Relaxing Stay in Nagasaki"

The hotel is situated on an island facing the Nagasaki Sea. To reach the

hotel, guests can make use of the free shuttle bus service from Nagasaki

Station, or board a ferry from the main ferry terminal and enjoy a ride to

the hotel. The hotel offers four different types of accommodations. Each

room is big and can accommodate a large family. The hotel serves a wide

variety of Japanese and Western cuisines for breakfast and dinner. It has

an excellent choice of drinks which can be enjoyed at the drinks bar.

Recreational facilities include a kid’s play area, tennis courts and a
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swimming pool. The major highlight of the hotel is the Onsen, a hot

spring, with various types of baths, and an outdoor spa with excellent

views. Apart from other tourist attractions, guests can book a fishing trip

or visit the nearby deserted island of Gunkanjima with prior bookings.

 +81 95 898 2202  www.islandnagasaki.jp/  info-yasuragi@ioujima.jp  1-3277-7 Iojimamachi,

Nagasaki
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